
BELONGING MIND AND UNPOLISHED GEM

perception of Belonging to family member(unpolished Gem): the bond and the strong of a form of magic, the magic of
words that became movies in the mind.

It also conveys how much Toula has had a positive change in Ian's life. However, there are various ways to
attain a sense of belonging as it can be gained through the forging of relationships to people and places or
through the understanding and sharing of similar cultural and religious identities. Gus's body language and the
lack of eye contact as nick tries to show him his art for the new menus shows the disaccapting and
disconnecting with his children that prevent the honestly in their relationship. After all, those boys must have
terrible taste anyway. Finally, she punches in the numbers and waits. Active Themes Alice is seventeen now.
How often theme appears:. They wish they could sell three microwaves and a fridge in one day too. When
Alice is a teenager, her parents begin construction of a brand-new home, and each weekend the family drives
to the building site to assess the progress. They believe in and worship many Gods. He asks what medication
the doctors have ordered her to take. One day, Alina knocks on her door and silently walks into the room.
Active Themes Meanwhile, Alice stays in her room, crying. Home Essays Belonging: Mind and Later,
through a television advertisement, Kien discovers that the canned meat is dog food. Active Themes Alice
goes to the hospital later that evening, and everything there is white and blue. Mother and grandmother did not
have a storng comunication which led to hostility and strong alienation. Soon after their arrival, Kuan is
offered a job as a translator at the Migrant Hostel. Que tells Alice that her father is at the hospital. She feels
that in order to have a meaningful life, she must also have an identity outside of the home. Retrieved August
29,  Even as a young child Alice is acutely aware of her differences, and instead of participating in the parade,
she hides in the bathroom. Aiia, she can also make anything and do everything. She is meant to be with Alice
forever. Belonging is a fundamental desire inherent within humans. The loving way Kuan tends to his
daughter and massages her feet and shoulders is again proof of his inherent goodness. After her first trip to an
Australian supermarket, Kien purchases a can of meat which she quickly turns into an impressive stir-fry.
When the Pungs arrive in Victoria, they are completely out of place in Australian society. This certainly is not
the case. Go out with boyfriends. Alice is in charge of mobile phones, and she commands her small space
behind the counter. Active Themes While Alice and Kuan work, Kien brings three-courses lunches down to
the shop, and they all eat together in the employee breakroom. She climbs into Alice lap and snuggles her
small body next to her sister. The director uses figurative language which conveys the colsseness and love
between Toula and Ian,the Love that crosses their cultural differences. Alice freezes. Despite sleeping in and
nearly missing the exam, Alice has scored well, and she has been accepted into the law program at Melbourne
University. Language and Storytelling Themes and Colors LitCharts assigns a color and icon to each theme in
Unpolished Gem, which you can use to track the themes throughout the work. Alice is who she is because of
those stories, and she will remember them forever. Kuan Pung and his pregnant wife, Kien, are determined to
raise their growing family away from the violence and political instability of Southeast Asia and instead claim
their own piece of the great Australian Dreamâ€”the belief that through hard work and dedication, anybody
can own a home and be successful in Australia. Even pet food in Australia is better than the Cambodian
canned goods the Pungs are accustomed to. My grandmother was possessed of a form of magic, the magic of
words that became movies in the mind.


